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APPENDICES 

(Appendix I) 

Guidelines of the Research-Observation 

NO Activities Checklist Notes 

1 

The teacher introduced the 

concept of collaborative 

drama 

  

2 

The teachers explain about 

the material they will 

learn. 

  

3 
Divide students into 

groups 
  

4 Script review   

5 
Doing the ‘reading’ 

activity 
  

6 
The teachers evaluate the 

students' performance 
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(Appendix II) 

Observation Notes 

NO Activities Checklist Notes 

1 

The teacher introducing 

the concept of 

collaborative drama 

✓ 

The teachers introduced the 

students about the concept of 

collaborative drama and kinds of 

it.  

2 

The teachers explain about 

the material they will 

learn. 

✓ 

For the material they learned 

was narrative text. The teachers 

described narrative text, explain 

about the characteristics and its 

types. 

3 
Divide students into 

groups 
✓ 

The teachers divided the 

students into three groups with 

ten to fifteen people each group.  

4 Script review ✓ 

The teachers asked the students 

to review the script they have 

and encourages students to 

improvise, adjusting the existing 

script to their preference and 

creativity, as long as they not 

change the story in the script. 

5 
Doing the ‘reading’ 

activity 
✓ 

They were also required to 

practice "reading" under teacher 

supervision to assess the 

appropriateness of pronunciation 

and so on, in order for students 

to be more fluent in dialogue. 

When necessary, student 

representatives are required to 

draw lots to determine their 

order of appearance. 
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6 
The teachers evaluate the 

students' performance 
✓ 

The teachers then gave advise, 

criticism, and suggestions for the 

performances, particularly in 

terms of their speaking skills, at 

the last meeting. Teachers also 

encouraged students to use 

English more frequently, 

particularly during class, in 

order to improve their speaking 

skills. 
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(Appendix III) 

Guidelines of the Research-Interview 

Interview Guide 

 
Date : Monday, September 11th 2023 

Time : 08. 30-08.45 WITA 

Activity : Interview with The Teachers at English Club SMKN 4 Banjarmasin 

Interviewee: Khairatun Ni’mah 

Interviewer : T1 and T2 

Location : SMKN 4 Banjarmasin 

1. The post-narrative frame writing will be semi-structured interview 

2. To make the teachers feel comfortable, interviews will be done casually. 

3. You are free to ask for clarification in case there are unclear questions. 

4. The interview will straight to the point to not disturbing the teachers’ 

schedule. 

Questions 

1. How long have you been teaching English at EKUPAT? 

2. How is your teaching schedule here? Because there are two teachers in one 

class or extracurricular. 

3. Why you choose collaborative drama for teaching speaking?  

4. How long you have been using drama as an English learning method? 

5. Are there any methods you used before drama? 

6. What kinds of collaborative drama you use for teaching speaking? 

7. What your opinions or views after applying drama to teach speaking so far? 
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(Appendix IV) 

Transcript of Interview 

Interview Result 

 
Date : Monday, September 11th 2023 

Time : 08. 30-08.45 WITA 

Activity : Interview with The Teachers at English Club SMKN 4 

Banjarmasin 

Interviewee : Khairatun Ni’mah 

Interviewer : T1 and T2 

Location : SMKN 4 Banjarmasin 

1. The post-narrative frame writing will be semi-structured interview 

2. To make the teachers feel comfortable, interviews will be done casually. 

3. You are free to ask for clarification in case there are unclear questions. 

4. The interview will straight to the point to not disturbing the teachers’ 

schedule. 

Answers 

1. How long have you been teaching English at EKUPAT? 

a. I am a fresh graduated teacher, so I just taught English at EKUPAT for a 

permanent job and place for about a year. Previously, during college, I 

taught in several schools from elementary to high school as a substitute 

teacher. T1 

b. So do I, but in EKUPAT I just been here for 5 months. Before teaching here, 

I was a private tutor for several students, but I was not connected to any 

institution, I just taught at the students' homes. T2 

2. How is your teaching schedule here? Because there are two teachers in one 

class or extracurricular. 

a. SMKN 4 Banjarmasin divides the schedule into two, namely odd weeks 

and even weeks, so for the schedule at EKUPAT, we both also divide 
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teaching duties according to the school schedule. T1 

3. Why you choose collaborative drama for teaching speaking?  

a. Actually, before using collaborative drama especially applied drama, I have 

tried several kinds of drama in the classroom, but this one is best suited for 

use there, especially for the classes I teach. T2 

b. Some students may learn speaking by reading narrative texts, generating 

dialogues, and simply having dialogues in front of the class, as is 

commonly done and leaves students bored with these exercises. Then I 

considered what kind of discussion may be exciting and fun for the 

students, and the idea of using theater came to me. And it was lucky because 

this was warmly received by students and is an effective fresh method. T1 

4. How long you have been using drama as an English learning method? 

a. For me I only tried it when I am teaching at EKUPAT, which was around 

1 year ago. TI 

b. I have been using drama for about two years when I was teaching my 

private students, but not the educational collaborative drama. T2 

5. Are there any methods you used before drama? 

a. Before I using drama in teaching speaking, I already use various way to 

teaching speaking, such as making conversation, only allowing English in 

the class and others. I starting using drama while I watching English drama 

in an event, and got inspiration from that. T2 

a. I always ask students to create dialogues in pairs or read narrative texts to 

get used to their speaking, but it turns out it is not very effective. T1 

6. What kinds of collaborative drama you use for teaching speaking? 

a. The collaborative drama I use to teach speaking is called applied drama. 

Having learned a great deal about applied drama and how to use it, I believe 
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that it is the best type of drama for my students to learn speaking. Therefore, 

I decided to use this drama to teach students about speaking. T1 

b. We use applied drama because it is very appropriate to the desired learning 

objectives and also feels most suitable for our students. T2 

7. What your opinions or views after applying drama to teach speaking so far? 

a. In my view the outcomes we applying collaborative drama were quite good. 

The students practice the dialogue every day, helps them provide their best 

performances when performing drama. T1 

b. As I mentioned before, using drama to learn speaking turns out to be very 

effective and fun for the students, we teachers also find it easier because the 

students become very cooperative when learning. T2 
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(Appendix V) 

Documentation 
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(Appendix VI)  

Guidelines of the Research-Narrative Frame 

Narrative frame has similarities with narrative text. You must have written 

narrative text about your life before. Writing narrative frame same with narrative 

text. In this narrative frame, there are three experiences explored such as past, 

present, and future experience of applying educational collaborative drama in 

teaching speaking. In addition, this narrative frame provides starting sentence, 

which relates to the use of drama topic and empty boxes which must be filled by the 

participants. The function of starting sentence is helping participants to write 

experiences easily. However, the function of empty boxes is helping participants 

write additional information freely.  

Narrative Frame 

I am an English teacher in high school. The first experience/time I started to 

teach English with educational collaborative drama was 

(1)   

 .  

I applied educational collaborative drama because  

(2) 

 

  

I applied educational collaborative drama in teaching speaking for about  

(3)   

 

 

. When I am applying educational collaborative drama, the 

students were  
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(4) 

 

  

 

 

. Type of collaborative drama I use is  

(5) 

 

 

. 

Overall, my views in using educational collaborative drama in 

teaching speaking are 

 

(6) 

 

 

. 
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(Appendix VII) 

The Narrative Frame 

Narrative frame has similarities with narrative text. You must have written 

narrative text about your life before. Writing narrative frame same with narrative 

text. In this narrative frame, there are three experiences explored such as past, 

present, and future experience of applying educational collaborative drama in 

teaching speaking. In addition, this narrative frame provides starting sentence, which 

relates to the use of drama topic and empty boxes which must be filled by the 

participants. The function of starting sentence is helping participants to write 

experiences easily. However, the function of empty boxes is helping participants 

write additional information freely.  

Narrative Frame T1 

I am an English teacher in high school. The first experience/time I started to 

teach English with educational collaborative drama was (1) interesting because I 

have never used this method before. I use this for teaching speaking skill to the 

EKUPAT students. I applied educational collaborative drama because (2) some 

students may learn speaking by reading narrative texts, generating dialogues, and 

simply having dialogues in front of the class, as is commonly done and leaves 

students bored with these exercises. Then I considered what kind of discussion may 

be exciting and fun for the students, and the idea of using theater came to me. And 

it was lucky because this was warmly received by students and is an effective fresh 

method. And then, I applied educational collaborative drama in teaching speaking 

for about (3) a year. I started used this method when I teach here at SMKN 4 
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Banjarmasin. When I am applying educational collaborative drama, the students 

were (4) excited learned new thing. Because it is very new for them, especially in 

learning English. For the type of collaborative drama I use is (5) called applied 

drama. Having learned a great deal about applied drama and how to use it, I believe 

that it is the best type of drama for my students to learn speaking. Therefore, I 

decided to use this drama to teach students about speaking. Overall, my views in 

using educational collaborative drama in teaching speaking are (6) quite good. The 

students practice the dialogue every day, helps them provide their best performances 

when performing drama.Narrative Frame T2 

I am an English teacher in high school. The first experience/time I started to 

teach English with educational collaborative drama was (1) definitely help teacher 

in designing teaching learning so that the classroom will not be bored or monotone 

and encourage students to speak more. I applied educational collaborative drama 

because (2) before using collaborative drama especially applied drama, I have tried 

several kinds of drama in the classroom, but this one is best suited for use there, 

especially for the classes I teach. And then, I applied educational collaborative 

drama in teaching speaking for about (3) two years when I was teaching my private 

students, but actually that was not the educational collaborative drama. So for 

collaborative drama I have been using that for about 5 month, when I am being a 

teacher in this school. When I am applying educational collaborative drama, the 

students were (4) having fun and very enjoy at the class. Also, they were became 

very cooperative when learning.  For the type of collaborative drama I use is (5) 

applied drama because it is very appropriate to the desired learning objectives and 
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also feels most suitable for our students.  Overall, my views in using educational 

collaborative drama in teaching speaking are (6) nice and very interesting, and using 

drama to learn speaking turns out to be very effective and fun for the students, we 

teachers also find it easier because the students become very cooperative when 

learning. 
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(Appendix VIII) 

The Letters 
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(Appendix IX) 

The Consultation Notes 
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